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ABSTRACT Recently, vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication-based scheduling schemes for con-
nected and automated vehicles (CAVs) on highway on-ramps have received attention because the schemes
assign optimal merging times to CAVs based on their criteria, such as first-in first-out order or minimizing
CAV total travel time. However, these schemes cause traffic congestion due to the criteria when the vehicle
inflow traffic becomes high. Tomitigate traffic congestion, a scheduling scheme should assignmerging times
to CAVs to decrease road vehicle density. In this paper, we propose a scheduling scheme for autonomous
vehicle highway merging with an outflow traffic and fairness analysis. We formulate a multiobjective
function that achieves both outflow traffic maximization and fairness in assigned merging times. Since
more vehicles pass a highway on-ramp as highway on-ramp outflow traffic increases, the proposed scheme
decreases vehicle density on roads by maximizing the outflow traffic. Furthermore, the proposed scheme
distributes the vehicle density on both the main and ramp roads by fairly assigning their merging times.
Simulation results show that the proposed scheme mitigates the potential traffic congestion of previous
scheduling schemes. Furthermore, the proposed scheme improves outflow traffic from highway on-ramps
by more than 200 veh/h compared with the previous scheduling schemes.

INDEX TERMS Autonomous vehicles, highwaymerging, traffic efficiency, fairness inmerging times, traffic
congestion.

I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, traffic congestion has been regarded as a problem
to be solved. In 2014, traffic congestion caused people to
spend 6.9 billion hours in urban areas [1]. Moreover, traf-
fic congestion produces driver discomfort, distraction, and
frustration [2], which causes aggressive driving behavior and
slows the process of recovering smooth traffic flow [3]. One
of the sources of traffic congestion is merging onto a high-
way on-ramp. Since multiple inflow traffic concentrates on
highway on-ramps, drivers have to drive carefully. Careful
driving decreases vehicle speed and causes traffic conges-
tion [4]. Therefore, highway merging is regarded as a traffic
bottleneck [5].

One of the common schemes for mitigating traffic con-
gestion at highway on-ramps is a ramp metering scheme.
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A ramp metering scheme utilizes a traffic light at a high-
way on-ramp and regulates vehicles on one road that are
merging onto another road. However, this scheme forces
vehicles to stop near a highway on-ramp, and vehicles are
forced into stop-and-go driving. This movement causes a
wave of stop-and-go traffic, which is a reason for traffic
congestion [6].

With the development of vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and
vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication, connected
and automated vehicles (CAVs) have the potential to mit-
igate traffic congestion and improve traffic efficiency [7].
Since V2V and V2I communication enables CAVs to
share when to merge onto a highway on-ramp, they can
manipulate their merging times. Hence, V2V and V2I
communication-based schemes can avoid undesirable stop-
and-go driving. However, since CAVs independently deter-
mine their merging times in V2V communication-based
schemes, it is difficult to ensure the optimality of road traffic
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efficiency. To achieve optimality, V2I communication-based
schemes are considered. In V2I communication-based
schemes, a central control server collects road vehicle infor-
mation and schedules optimal merging times. Although
V2I communication-based schemes optimize merging times
based on their criteria, they do not optimize merging times
in terms of outflow traffic from a highway on-ramp. There-
fore, there is room to improve highway on-ramp traffic
efficiency. Furthermore, V2I communication-based schemes
cannot fairly assign merging times to vehicles on both the
main and ramp roads when inflow traffic becomes high. In
other words, these schemes may only assign vehicle merging
times on a road to achieve their optimality. As a result, V2I
communication-based schemes cause traffic congestion on
another road.

In this paper, we propose a scheduling scheme for
autonomous vehicle highway merging with an outflow traffic
and fairness analysis. To mitigate the traffic congestion of the
V2I communication-based schemes, the proposed scheduling
scheme takes two approaches. One approach is themaximiza-
tion of outflow traffic from a highway on-ramp by assigning
optimal merging times to vehicles. The other approach is the
distribution of traffic congestion on roads by fairly assign-
ing merging times to vehicles on different roads. To assign
such merging times, we analyze the relation among highway
on-ramp outflow traffic, merging time fairness, and merging
times. Based on the analysis, we formulate an objective func-
tion that achieves both the outflow traffic maximization and
fairness in merging times.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We propose a scheduling scheme that achieves both out-
flow traffic maximization and fairness in merging times
to mitigate the potential traffic congestion of previous
schemes.

• Simulation results show that the proposed scheduling
scheme improves highway on-ramp outflow traffic and
fairly assigns merging times to vehicles.

• In two traffic scenarios, we confirmed that the proposed
scheme mitigates the potential traffic congestion of the
previous schemes by achieving both outflow trafficmax-
imization and fairness in merging times in simulation
results.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 reviews related work. Section 3 presents the
proposed scheme. Section 4 shows the evaluation results.
Section 5 concludes this paper.

II. RELATED WORK
To mitigate traffic congestion and improve traffic efficiency,
several schemes for coordinating vehicle highway on-ramp
merging have been proposed. These schemes are classified
into three types as follows: (1) ramp metering schemes,
(2) decentralized coordination schemes and (3) central-
ized scheduling schemes. The representative schemes are
explained in the following.

A. RAMP METERING SCHEMES
Ramp metering schemes utilized a traffic light at a highway
on-ramp and regulated vehicles on one road merging onto
another road. Specifically, ramp metering schemes switched
red and green traffic light signals and coordinated vehicles
at a highway on-ramp [8]. The challenging task of ramp
metering schemes was to determine when to switch traf-
fic light signals to maintain vehicle density for traffic effi-
ciency. To achieve traffic efficiency at one highway on-ramp,
Hadj-Salem et al. proposed a local feedback control-based
scheme [9]. They formulated causal dependence between
inflow traffic and outflow traffic as a feedback control and
maintained the vehicle density near a highway on-ramp.
However, this scheme could not maintain the optimal vehi-
cle density over time because this scheme only considers
the current vehicle. To achieve the optimal vehicle density
over time, Bellemans et al. proposed a model predictive con-
trol (MPC)-based scheme [10]. In the MPC-based scheme,
the vehicle density in the future was predicted by a traffic
model. Specifically, the vehicle density at some time steps
was predicted, and the total vehicle density was minimized.
However, computational complexity quickly increased with
the number of control inputs [11]. To overcome the computa-
tional complexity, Fares et al. proposed a Q-learning-based
scheme [12]. Q-learning is an algorithm for learning opti-
mal actions under circumstances by rewards [13]. In the
Q-learning-based scheme, the difference between the vehi-
cle density in time steps and the theoretic optimal vehicle
density is applied as a reward, and the timing to switch a
traffic light with a high reward is selected as an optimal
action.

Although ramp metering schemes can maintain vehicle
density for traffic efficiency, regulating vehicles on a road
merging onto another road forces them to stop near a highway
on-ramp, and they are forced into stop-and-go driving. This
movement causes a wave of stop-and-go traffic, which is a
reason for traffic congestion.

B. DECENTRALIZED COORDINATION SCHEMES
With the development of V2V communication, several decen-
tralized coordination schemes have been proposed. In decen-
tralized coordination schemes, each vehicle determines its
own merging time onto a highway on-ramp and manipulates
its speed based on information that is sent from the other
vehicles through V2V communication. If the coordination of
decentralized coordination schemes succeeds, vehicles on a
road do not have to wait for vehicles on another road to merge
onto a highway on-ramp. Therefore, decentralized coordina-
tion schemes can avoid undesirable stop-and-go driving con-
ditions. The challenging task of decentralized coordination
schemes was how to manipulate vehicles to ensure safety
and improve traffic efficiency through V2V communica-
tion. Milanes et al. proposed a virtual vehicle-based scheme
to ensure sufficient distance for merging onto a highway
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on-ramp [14]. In this scheme, the vehicle positions on a road
are mapped onto another road, and the safe distance between
vehicles on both roads is ensured. However, since humans
drive their vehicles according to several traffic conditions, it is
not natural for human drivers to focus only on the distance
between vehicles. To achieve natural vehicle manipulation,
Hou et al. proposed a real traffic data-driven manipulation
scheme [15]. They focused on five features that included the
distance between vehicles to manipulate them based on fuzzy
control. Furthermore, to determine the importance of each
feature in fuzzy control, they utilized decision trees through
real traffic data.

Although decentralized coordination schemes achieved
smooth traffic without undesirable stop-and-go driving, these
schemes have difficulty achieving traffic efficiency optimal-
ity because the vehicles independently determine their merg-
ing times.

C. CENTRALIZED SCHEDULING SCHEMES
To overcome the difficulty in decentralized coordination
schemes, centralized scheduling schemeswas proposed. Cen-
tralized scheduling schemes utilized a central control server
to calculate the optimal vehicle merging times at a highway
on-ramp. In detail, a central control server collects informa-
tion of vehicles through V2I communication and calculates
their optimal merging times on both the main and ramp
roads. Centralized scheduling schemes are classified into
the first-in first-out (FIFO)-based scheduling scheme [16]
and the optimization-based scheduling scheme [17], [18].
Rios-Torres et al. proposed a FIFO-based scheduling scheme
that minimizes the total vehicle acceleration for smooth traf-
fic flow [16]. In this scheme, vehicles alternatively merge
onto a highway on-ramp in order of the distance between
them to a highway on-ramp. However, the safe headway
time to avoid vehicle collisions on different roads increases
as inflow traffic becomes high. As a result, vehicles take
additional time to merge onto a highway on-ramp, and traf-
fic congestion occurs on roads. To mitigate traffic conges-
tion, optimization-based scheduling schemes that minimize
the total vehicle travel time were proposed. Specifically,
Awal et al. formulated a scheduling problem with a nonlin-
ear formulation [17], and Ding et al. converted the formu-
lation into a mixed-integer linear formulation by utilizing
a big-M method [18]. The main idea of these scheduling
schemes is that they create vehicle groups on the same
road to decrease the vehicle safe headway time on dif-
ferent roads. Since the vehicle safe headway time on dif-
ferent roads is set longer than that on the same road to
avoid vehicle collisions [19], the scheme creates groups of
vehicles on the same road by minimizing their total travel
time. However, the length of groups of vehicles on a road
becomes too long as inflow traffic becomes high. Since vehi-
cles on another road have to wait for the groups to pass
a highway on-ramp, traffic congestion occurs on the other
road.

D. MOTIVATION OF THIS PAPER
To summarize the shortcomings of the previous centralized
scheduling schemes, the FIFO-based scheme causes traffic
congestion on roads, and the optimization-based scheduling
scheme causes traffic congestion on one road when inflow
traffic becomes high. For mitigating the potential traffic
congestion of the previous centralized scheduling schemes,
we can take two approaches. One approach is the maximiza-
tion of outflow traffic from a highway on-ramp. Although
several optimization-based schemes were proposed for the
traffic efficiency improvement, these schemes did not opti-
mize merging times in terms of the outflow traffic. In our
previous work, we proposed a scheduling scheme that max-
imizes outflow traffic from highway on-ramps to improve
the traffic efficiency [20]. This scheme, however, assigns
merging times to vehicles only on one road for the out-
flow traffic maximization. As a result, this scheme causes
traffic congestion on the other road similar to the previ-
ous optimization-based schemes. The other approach is the
distribution of traffic congestion on roads by fairly assign-
ing merging times to vehicles on different roads. Although
the FIFO-based scheduling scheme fairly assigns merging
times in the order of distance from the vehicle to the high-
way on-ramp, this scheme cannot assign optimal merg-
ing times in terms of the outflow traffic from a highway
on-ramp.

Motivated by the above, we argue that it is necessary to
schedule vehicle merging times such that both the outflow
traffic maximization and fairness in assigned merging times
are achieved. Furthermore, it is necessary to know when to
attach importance to outflow traffic maximization or fairness
in assigned merging times in several traffic scenarios.

III. PROPOSED SCHEME
In this paper, we propose a scheduling scheme for
autonomous vehicle highway merging with an outflow traffic
and fairness analysis. To assign merging times to vehicles
such that traffic congestion on roads is mitigated, we formu-
late a multiobjective function that achieves both outflow traf-
fic maximization from a highway on-ramp and the fairness
of the assigned vehicle merging times on roads. The outflow
maximization decreases vehicle density on roads, and the
fairness of assigned vehicle merging times distributes vehicle
density on roads. As a result, the proposed scheme can mit-
igate the traffic congestion flexibly by changing importance
to both the outflow traffic maximization and the fairness in
assigned merging times on roads. Therefore, the proposed
scheme mitigates the traffic congestion on roads even if
inflow traffic becomes high.

First, we explain the system model of the proposed
scheme in subsection III-A. Then, we formulate several
constraints for assigning feasible merging times to vehi-
cles in subsection III-B. Next, we formulate the proposed
objective function, which achieves both outflow traffic
maximization and fairness in assigned merging times in
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subsection III-C. Finally, we present the scheduling algorithm
in subsection III-D.

FIGURE 1. A common scenario for vehicles merging onto a highway
on-ramp.

A. SYSTEM MODEL
Fig. 1 shows a common scenario for vehicles merging
onto a highway on-ramp. The scenario consists of vehi-
cles and a central control server. All vehicles are assumed
to be autonomous, and they are equipped with onboard
units (OBUs) that can communicate with the central control
server. In addition, the central control server can control
vehicles inside a cooperative control zone. When vehicles
enter the cooperative control zone, they begin sending their
information to the central control server. For example, vehi-
cle i, Vi, sends information that includes distance from Vi to a
merging zone di, maximum speed vimax , minimum speed vimin,
maximum acceleration aimax , minimum acceleration aimin, and
current speed vinow. By using this information, the server cal-
culates the optimal vehicle merging times at regular intervals.
After the calculation, the server sends the merging times to
the vehicles. Vehicles that receive the merging times manip-
ulate their speeds to reach the merging zone at their merging
time. Specifically, when the distance between a vehicle and
the vehicles ahead is less than the safe following distance,
the vehicle follows those distances. Otherwise, the vehicle
runs freely.

B. CONSTRAINTS FOR THE SCHEDULING PROBLEM
A central control server calculates the assigned merging time
t iassign of Vi at regular intervals. To achieve feasible merging
times, several constraints are introduced.

To avoid overlap of assigned times between vehicles on the
same road, the constraint between vehicle Vi and vehicle Vi−1
on the same road is formulated as

thead ≤ t iassign − t
i−1
assign, di−1 ≤ di, (1)

where thead denotes the minimum safe headway time for
the same road. To avoid vehicle collision on different roads,
the constraint between vehicle Vj and vehicle Vk on different
roads is formulated as

tguard ≤ t jassign − t
k
assign,

OR

tguard ≤ tkassign − t
j
assign, (2)

FIGURE 2. Relation between inflow traffic, outflow traffic, and vehicle
density on a road segment with length l .

where tguard denotes the minimum safe headway time on
different roads. Let t imin and t

i
max denote the lower bound of

the reachable time and the upper bound of the reachable time
for Vi. The reachable time constraing of Vi is formulated as

t imin ≤ t
i
assign ≤ t

i
max . (3)

Specifically, Vi takes at minimum time, which is the sum of
both the time to accelerate with aimax and the time to run at
vimax . Similarly, Vi takes at the maximum time that is the sum
of both the time to decelerate with aimin and the time to run at
vimin. Therefore, t

i
min and t

i
max are calculated as

t imin = tnow +
vimax − v

i
now

aimax
+

(di − d iacc)
vimax

, d iacc ≤ di, (4)

t imax = tnow +
vimin − v

i
now

aimin
+

(di − d idec)

vimin
, d idec ≤ di, (5)

where tnow, d iacc, and d
i
dec denote the current time, distance

to accelerate to vimax , and distance to decelerate to vimin.
Specifically, it is known that d iacc and d

i
dec are calculated as

(vimax )
2
−(vinow)

2

2aimax
and

(vimin)
2
−(vinow)

2

2aimin
. When di is less than d iacc or

d idec, Vi merges onto the highway on-ramp by accelerating or
decelerating. Then, t imin and t

i
max are calculated by solving the

following equation:

di = vinow(t
i
assign − t

i
now)+ a

i(t iassign − t
i
now)

2, (6)

where ai denotes the acceleration of Vi. Equation (6) denotes
that Vi runs distance di with acceleration ai and initial speed
vinow. Since t

i
assign is minimized when ai is aimax and maxi-

mized when ai is aimin, t
i
min and t

i
max are calculated as

t imin = tnow +
−vinow +

√
(vinow)2 + 4aimaxdi
2aimax

, di < d iacc,

(7)

t imax = tnow +
−vinow +

√
(vinow)2 + 4aimindi

2aimin
, di < d idec.

(8)

C. BACKGROUND AND PROPOSED OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
A central control server calculates t iassign that maximizes the
proposed objective function. In this section, we introduce
the proposed objective function with an analysis of outflow
traffic and fairness. For simplicity, we first analyze them with
one road. Then, we explain themwith both the main and ramp
roads. Finally, the proposed objective function is formulated.
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1) RELATION BETWEEN INFLOW TRAFFIC, OUTFLOW
TRAFFIC, AND VEHICLE DENSITY ON A ROAD
SEGMENT
Fig. 2 shows relation between inflow traffic, outflow traffic,
and vehicle density on a road segment with length l. Inflow
traffic is expressed as the number of vehicles that enter the
segment per unit time, and outflow traffic is expressed as
the number of vehicles that exit the segment per unit time.
Specifically, fin(t), fout (t), and k(t) denote inflow traffic at
time t , outflow traffic at time t , and vehicle density at time
t on a road segment, respectively. The relation among these
values is as follows:∫ t

0
fin(t ′)dt ′ −

∫ t

0
fout (t ′)dt ′ = lk(t). (9)

Equation (9) denotes that the number of vehicles on the road
segment is equal to the value of the number of vehicles
entering the segment minus the number of vehicles exiting
the segment until time t . When the purpose of the proposed
scheme is to improve the outflow traffic from the road seg-
ment, the objective function F is expressed as follows:

F =
∫ t

0
fin(t ′)dt ′ − lk(t). (10)

As shown in (10), the outflow traffic increases according to
a decrease in the vehicle density. To decrease the vehicle
density, we utilize the relation between vehicle density and
vehicle speed. Specifically, it has been indicated that the vehi-
cle density and vehicle speed have a negative correlation in
existing trafficmodels [21]. To utilize the negative correlation
simply, we utilize Greenshield traffic model, which is the
simplest one in the existing traffic models [22]. Based on the
Greenshield traffic model, the vehicle density k is expressed
as follows:

k = −αvave + β,

α =
kmax
vmax

, β = kmax , (11)

where vave, vmax , kmax denote average vehicle speed, max-
imum vehicle speed, and maximum vehicle density on the
road segment, respectively. By substituting (11), (10) is con-
verted as follows:

F =
∫ t

0
fin(t ′)dt ′ + l(αvave(t)− β), (12)

where vave(t) denotes average vehicle speed on the road seg-
ment at time t . In the next subsection III-C2, we analyze the
relation between inflow traffic, outflow traffic, and vehicle
density on both the main and ramp roads in the same way
with (9), (10), (11), and (12).

2) RELATION BETWEEN INFLOW TRAFFIC, OUTFLOW
TRAFFIC, AND VEHICLE DENSITY ON BOTH THE MAIN
AND RAMP ROADS
Fig. 3 shows the relation between inflow traffic, outflow
traffic, and vehicle density on both the main and ramp roads.

FIGURE 3. Relation between inflow traffic, outflow traffic, and vehicle
density on both the main and ramp roads.

In the same way with (9), the relation on both the main and
ramp roads is formulated as follows:(∫ t

0
f mainin (t ′)dt ′ +

∫ t

0
f rampin (t ′)dt ′

)
−

∫ t

0
fout (t ′)dt ′

= lkmain(t)+ lkramp(t), (13)

where f mainin (t), f rampin (t), kmain(t), and kramp(t) denote inflow
traffic of a main road, that of a ramp road, density on a
main road, and that on a ramp road at time t , respectively.
In the same way with (10), when the purpose of the proposed
scheme is to improve the outflow traffic from the highway on-
ramp, the objective function F can be formulated as follows:

F =
∫ t

0
f mainin (t ′)dt ′ − lkmain(t)

+

∫ t

0
f rampin (t ′)dt ′ − lkramp(t). (14)

Furthermore, based on the Greenshield traffic model
described by (11), (14) can be converted as follows:

F =
∫ t

0
f mainin (t ′)dt ′ + l(αmainvmainave (t)− βmain)

+

∫ t

0
f rampin (t ′)dt ′ + l(αrampvrampave (t)− βramp), (15)

where vmainave (t) and vrampave (t) denote average vehicle speed
on the main road and that on the ramp road, and
αmain, βmain, αramp, and βramp denote constant values of both
the main and ramp roads, respectively. According to (11),
αmain and αramp have the same value in case that vmax and
kmax for the main road are equal to those for the ramp road,
and βmain and βramp also have the same value. Therefore,
to simply express (15), we express αmain and αramp as α,
and we also express βmain and βramp as β. Here, (15) can be
converted as follows:

F = lα(vmainave (t)+ vrampave (t))

+

∫ t

0
(f mainin (t ′)+ f rampin (t ′))dt ′ − 2lβ. (16)
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Since f mainin (t), f rampin (t), l, α and β are independent of both
vmainave (t) and vrampave (t) in (16), the following proposition is true.

maximize vmainave (t)+ vrampave (t) ⇒ maximize F . (17)

Therefore, we focus on the average vehicle speed on both the
main and ramp roads to improve the outflow traffic. In the
next subsection III-C3, we formulate the proposed objective
function based on Proposition (17).

3) PROPOSED OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
When a central control server assigns vehicle i with merging
time t iassign at time t , vmainave (t) and vrampave (t) are calculated as
follows:

vmainave (t) =
1

|Vmain|

∑
i∈Vmain

di
t iassign − tnow

, (18)

vrampave (t) =
1

|Vramp|

∑
j∈Vramp

dj

t jassign − tnow
, (19)

where Vmain, Vramp, di and tnow denote a set of vehicles on
a main road, that on a ramp road, distance from vehicle i to
a merging zone, and current time, respectively. Furthermore,
to decrease vehicle density on both the main and ramp roads
effectively, we add weights proportion to the number of vehi-
cles on each road to vmainave (t) and vrampave (t). Here, based on
Proposition (17), the objective function F1 is formulated as
follows:

F1 =
|Vmain|
|V |

vmainave (t)+
|Vramp|
|V |

vrampave (t)

=
|Vmain|
|V |

1
|Vmain|

∑
i∈Vmain

di
t iassign − tnow

+
|Vramp|
|V |

1
|Vramp|

∑
j∈Vramp

dj

t jassign − tnow

=
1
|V |

∑
k∈V

di
t iassign − tnow

, (20)

V = {Vmain,Vramp}.

Specifically, the objective function F1 denotes the average
vehicle speed on both the main and ramp roads.

Although the objective function F1 ensures outflow traffic
maximization on roads, it does not ensure fairness of the
assigned vehicle merging times on both the main and ramp
roads. In other words, it is possible that maximization of F1
may preferentially assign merging times to vehicles only on
one road. To fairly assign merging times to vehicles on both
the main and ramp roads, we focus on the difference between
the average vehicle speed on the main road and that on the
ramp road. Since the difference in the average vehicle speed
increases as the vehicle merging time on one road is delayed,
the proposed scheme assigns merging times to vehicles such
that the difference between the average vehicle speed on
the main road and that on a ramp road is minimized. Here,
the objective function F2, which considers the fairness of the

assigned vehicle merging times on both the main and ramp
roads is expressed as

F2 =
∣∣∣vmainave (t)− vrampave (t)

∣∣∣ . (21)

Finally, the objective function F , which considers both
the outflow traffic maximization and fairness in assigned
merging times is expressed as

F = w1F1 − (1− w1)F2,

0 5 w1 5 1, (22)

where w1 denotes the weight of F1. When w1 is 1.0, F1
is maximized by maximizing F , and outflow traffic from
a highway on-ramp is maximized. When w1 is 0.0, F2 is
minimized by maximizing F , and the fairness in the assigned
vehicle merging times on both the main and ramp roads is
achieved.

D. SCHEDULING ALGORITHM
A central control server seeks the optimal vehicle merging
times that maximize the proposed objective function (22)
with constraints (1), (2) and (3) based on a brute-force
search. The scheduling algorithm consists of four phases:
(1) seeking all vehicle sequence patterns, (2) calculating
values of the objective function for all the sequence pat-
terns, (3) selecting the optimal vehicle sequence and opti-
mal merging times, and (4) validating the optimal merging
times.

1) SEEKING ALL VEHICLE SEQUENCE PATTERNS
First, the algorithm seeks all vehicle sequence patterns
based on a brute-force search. A vehicle sequence means
an order of vehicle merging onto a highway on-ramp.
Let Vmain and Vramp denote a set of vehicles on a main
road, that on a ramp road, respectively. Then, a vehicle
sequence on a main road and that on a ramp road are
expressed as {V1, . . . ,V|Vmain|} and {V1, . . . ,V|Vramp|}, and
one of all the vehicle sequence patterns is expressed as
{V1, . . . ,V|Vmain|+|Vramp|}. The number of all vehicle sequence
patterns is calculated as |Vmain|+|Vramp|C|Vmain|. Therefore,
the computational complexity of the scheduling algorithm
exponentially increases as |Vmain| + |Vramp| increases. To
decrease the computational complexity, the algorithm groups
vehicles on the main road and ramp road by each road
segment. Let L and lseg denote the length of a cooperative
control zone and the length of the road segment. Then,
the number of vehicle groups on each road is calculated as
d
L
lseq
e. Therefore, when Gmain and Gramp denote a vehicle

sequence in a vehicle group on a main road and that on a ramp
road respectively, a vehicle sequence on the main road and
that on the ramp road are expressed as {Gmain1 , . . . ,Gmain

d
L
lseq
e
}

and {Gramp1 , . . . ,Gramp
d

L
lseq
e
}. Then, the number of all vehi-

cle sequence patterns is calculated as
d

L
lseq
e+d

L
llseq
e
C
d

L
llseq
e
.

In addition to all the vehicle sequence patterns, we add a
sequence in which vehicles are in order of distance from them
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to amerging zone to the sequences. This sequence is the same
as a sequence of FIFO-based scheduling schemes. Hence,
the sequence will fairly assign merging times to vehicles on
both the main and ramp roads.

2) CALCULATING VALUES OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
FOR ALL THE SEQUENCE PATTERNS
After seeking all the vehicle sequence patterns, the algo-
rithm calculates values of the objective function for all the
sequences. Let one of the vehicle sequences be denoted as
{V1, . . . ,V|Vmain|+|Vramp|}. The assigned merging time t iassign is
calculated as follows:

t iassign =

{
max(t imin, t

i−1
assign + tsafety) (2 5 i)

t imin (i = 1),
(23)

tsafety =

{
thead (Vi and Vi−1 are on the same road)
tguard (otherwise).

(24)

Equation (23) is equivalent to constraints (1) and (2). By
substituting t iassign of the sequence into the proposed objec-
tive function (22), the algorithm calculates the values of the
objective function for the sequence.

3) SELECTING THE OPTIMAL VEHICLE SEQUENCE AND
OPTIMAL MERGING TIMES
After calculating the values of the objective function for all
the sequences, the algorithm selects the optimal sequence and
optimal merging time that maximizes the objective function
from all the sequences.

FIGURE 4. Example of the validated sequence of vehicles.

4) VALIDATING THE OPTIMAL MERGING TIMES
A case exists in which the optimal sequence and optimal
merging time are infeasible solutions because the optimal
merging time may not satisfy the constraint (3). In this
case, the algorithm creates a validated sequence of vehicles
Seqvalidated that satisfies the constraint (3). Specifically, if a
previous sequence Seqpre changes to an optimal sequence
Seqopt such that merging time does not satisfy the constraint,
the validation algorithm utilizes a part of Seqpre instead of
Seqopt to create Seqvalidated . Fig. 4 shows the example of the
validated sequence of vehicles. First, the algorithm seeks the
last vehicle whose newly assigned merging time does not
satisfy constraint (3) from Seqpre. In Fig. 4, a vehicle sequence
is changed from Seqpre to Seqopt , and the newly assigned
merging time of V ramp

1 does not satisfy constraint (3). There-
fore, V ramp

1 becomes the last vehicle in Seqpre. Then, Seq
part
pre

is composed of vehicles that exist between a head vehicle and
the last vehicle in Seqpre. Furthermore, Seqpartopt is created by
excluding vehicles in Seqpartpre from Seqopt . Finally, Seqvalidated
is created by connecting Seqpartprior and Seq

part
opt in this order. The

assigned vehicle merging times is newly calculated by using
Seqvalidated and (23).

IV. EVALUATION
The proposed scheme (proposed) is compared with the
FIFO-based scheme (FIFO) [16] and Ding’s optimization
scheme (previous) [18]. The FIFO-based scheme assigns
merging times to vehicles in order of distance from the
vehicle to a merging zone. The previous scheme assigns
merging times to vehicles such that their total travel time is
minimized. All simulations were carried out by using Simu-
lation of Urban MObility (SUMO), which is an open-source
microtraffic simulator [23]. In SUMO, vehicles move based
on the Krauss car followingmodel, which is a widely used car
following model with small vehicle speed errors [24]. The
calculation module was implemented in Python 2.7. The cal-
culation was performed on a computer with an Intel Core i7,
3.1 GHz processor and 16 GB memory. In addition, the cal-
culation of the FIFO and previous scheme was performed by
using CBC, which is a solver for linear optimization [25].
The major simulation parameters are presented in Table 1.
Vehicles enter both the main and ramp roads at random times.
A central control server calculates t iassign of all vehicles every
1 second in SUMO. The number of lanes of both the main
and ramp roads is 1. The inflow traffic of a ramp road f rampin
is calculated as f mainin ·rmain. The minimum safe headway time
on the same road thead is calculated as tguard · rguard .

TABLE 1. Simulation parameters.

In this evaluation, we use two scenarios, which are as
follows:
• scenario 1: evaluation by changing the value of rmain,
• scenario 2: evaluation by changing the value of rguard .

In these scenarios, we evaluate outflow traffic from a highway
on-ramp, the average vehicle travel times, and the vehicle
density on both the main and ramp roads. The outflow traffic
is measured by counting the number of vehicles that have
passed a highway on-ramp during the simulation. The vehicle
travel time is the elapsed time from when the vehicle comes
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into a cooperative control zone when the vehicle passes a
highway on-ramp. The vehicle density is calculated by divid-
ing the number of vehicles on a road by the length of the road.
Finally, we evaluate the calculation time of each scheduling
scheme. We simulate 20 times at every value of rmain and
rguard , and average values of these evaluation metrics are
plotted in the simulation results. These evaluation metrics
are desired to meet the following requirements:
• the outflow traffic from a highway on-ramp should be
high,

• the average vehicle travel time on both the main and
ramp roads should be the same and should be low,

• the vehicle density on both the main and ramp roads
should be the same and should be low,

• the calculation time should be low.

A. SCENARIO 1
In this scenario, we changed rmain from 0.0 to 1.0. The
minimum safe headway time on the same road thead was fixed
to 1 second, which was sufficient minimum headway time for
autonomous vehicles [26], [27].

1) OUTFLOW TRAFFIC FROM A HIGHWAY ON-RAMP VS rmain
In Fig. 5, we show a comparison among the FIFO, previous,
and proposed schemes in terms of outflow traffic. The pro-
posed scheme improves the outflow traffic by approximately
200 veh/h compared with the previous scheme when rmain is
high. This is because the proposed scheme assigns optimal
merging times to vehicles for improvement of the outflow
traffic. In contrast, with the proposed scheme, the outflow
traffic of the previous scheme is lower than that of the pro-
posed scheme. This is because the previous scheme makes a
group of vehicles on a ramp road to minimize their total travel
time. As a result, the length of vehicle groups on a ramp road
becomes long as rmain becomes high. Since vehicles on the
main road have to wait for the group of vehicles on the ramp
road to pass the highway on-ramp, the vehicle merging times
on the main road is delayed. This delay prevents vehicles on
the main road from smoothly merging onto a highway on-
ramp. The outflow traffic of the FIFO scheme decreases as
rmain increases. This is because the minimum safe headway
time on different roads tguard increases as the inflow traffic
of a ramp road increases. Since the opportunity for vehicles
on both the main and ramp roads to alternately merge onto a
highway on-ramp increases as inflow traffic of the ramp road
increases, the minimum safe headway time on different roads
tguard increases. As a result, the outflow traffic of the FIFO
scheme decreases as rmain becomes high.

As shown in Fig. 5(b), when rmain is high, the outflow
traffic of the proposed scheme increases as the value of w1
increases. This is because the proposed scheme ensures the
optimality of the outflow traffic as the value of w1 increases.
When the value of w1 is 0.0, the outflow traffic of the pro-
posed scheme decreases as rmain increases. This is because
the proposed scheme fairly assigns merging times to vehicles
on both the main and ramp roads. As a result, the frequency

FIGURE 5. Outflow traffic from a highway on-ramp VS ratio of inflow
traffic of ramp road to inflow traffic of the main road, rmain.

of tguard increases as rmain becomes high. Hence, when the
value of w1 is 0.0, outflow traffic from a highway on-ramp
decreases as well as the FIFO scheme.

2) AVERAGE TRAVEL TIME OF VEHICLES VS rmain
To show the fairness in the assigned merging times, we eval-
uate the average vehicle travel time on both the main and
ramp roads in Fig. 6. The proposed scheme and the FIFO
scheme maintain the average travel time of vehicles on both
the main and ramp roads almost the same at every value
of rmain. This result indicates that these schemes can fairly
assign merging times to vehicles on both the main and ramp
roads. Furthermore, the proposed scheme decreases the aver-
age travel time of both the main and ramp roads by more
than half of the FIFO scheme as rmain becomes high. This
is because the proposed scheme decreases the safe headway
time on different roads tguard by changing the order of vehicle
merging times. As a result, the average travel time of the
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FIGURE 6. Average travel time VS ratio of inflow traffic of ramp road to
inflow traffic of the main road, rmain.

proposed scheme becomes shorter than that of the FIFO
scheme. Although the previous scheme also changes the order
of the vehicle merging times by minimizing the total vehicle
travel times, the difference in the average travel time of both
the main and ramp roads becomes large as rmain becomes
high. This is because the previous scheme does not consider
the fairness of the assigned vehicle merging times on both the
main and ramp roads. As a result, the previous scheme tends
to assign vehicle merging times vehicles only on a road to
minimize their total travel time when rmain is high.

As shown in Fig. 6(b), the proposed scheme maintains the
average travel time on both the main road and ramp road
almost the same for every value of w1. When the values of w1
are 0.0 and 0.5, the proposed scheme considers the fairness
of the assigned vehicle merging times on both the main
and ramp roads. When the value of w1 is 1.0, the proposed
scheme preferentially assigns merging times to vehicles on a
congested road to achievemaximization of outflow traffic. By

continuously assigning merging times to vehicles on a con-
gested road, the proposed scheme alternately assigns merging
times to vehicles on both the main and ramp roads. As a
result, the proposed scheme can maintain the average travel
time on both the main and ramp roads almost the same for
every value of w1. Furthermore, since the proposed scheme
improves outflow traffic from a highway on-ramp as the value
of w1 increases, the proposed scheme can also decrease the
average travel time of vehicles on both the main and ramp
roads as the value of w1 increases.

FIGURE 7. Vehicle density on both the main and ramp road vs time in a
simulation.

3) VEHICLE DENSITY VS TIME IN A SIMULATION
To show the influence on the vehicle density when the inflow
traffic of a ramp road is high, we fix the value of rmain to 0.7.
In Fig. 7, we show a comparison between the FIFO, previous,
and proposed scheme in terms of the vehicle density at a time
in a simulation. The proposed scheme and FIFO scheme can
maintain the vehicle density on both the main and ramp roads
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almost the same. This is because these schemes can fairly
assign merging times to vehicles on both the main and ramp
roads. Furthermore, the proposed scheme can keep the vehi-
cle density on both the main and ramp roads lower than other
schemes. This is because the proposed scheme considers both
the optimality of outflow traffic and the fairness in assigned
merging times. Since the proposed scheme improves outflow
traffic from a highway on-ramp, the scheme can decrease the
vehicle density on both the main and ramp roads.

As shown in Fig. 7(b), the proposed scheme with every
value of w1 keeps the vehicle density on both the main and
ramp roads almost the same at every time in a simulation.
When the values of w1 are 0.0 and 0.5, the proposed scheme
considers the fairness of the assigned vehicle merging times
on both the main and ramp roads. As a result, the proposed
scheme distributes the vehicle density on both the main and
ramp roads. In addition, when the value of w1 is 1.0, the pro-
posed scheme maintains a low vehicle density on both the
main and ramp roads. This is because the proposed scheme
assigns merging times to vehicles such that their average
speed is maximized. Since there is a negative correlation
between the vehicle density and vehicle speed, the proposed
scheme decreases the vehicle density on both the main and
ramp roads. From the result, when the value of w1 is 1.0,
the proposed scheme distributes the vehicle density on both
the main and ramp roads by alternately assigning merging
times to vehicles on congested roads.

B. SCENARIO 2
In this scenario, we changed rguard from 0.0 to 1.0. The value
of rmain was fixed to 0.4. This is because the simulation results
of the FIFO, previous, and proposed scheme are almost the
same in scenario 1 when the value of rmain is 0.4.

1) OUTFLOW TRAFFIC FROM A HIGHWAY ON-RAMP
VS rguard
In Fig. 8, we show a comparison between the FIFO, previous
scheme, and proposed scheme in terms of outflow traffic.
The outflow traffic from a highway on-ramp of the proposed
scheme and previous scheme decreases from rguard = 0.65.
This is because the total inflow traffic exceeds the maximum
outflow traffic of a highway on-ramp. Since a vehicle passes
a highway on-ramp per thead or tguard seconds, the maximum
outflow traffic is estimated by the following calculation:

maximum outflow traffic ;
3600.0

min(thead , tguard )
. (25)

Specifically, when rguard is 0.65, themaximumoutflow traffic
of a highway on-ramp is estimated as 3, 600.0/(4.0 · 0.65) ;
1, 384 veh/h. Since the total inflow traffic of both the main
and ramp roads is 1,400 veh/h and it exceeds the maximum
outflow traffic, the outflow traffic of the proposed scheme
and the previous scheme start to decrease from rguard =
0.65. The outflow traffic of the FIFO scheme is lower than
that of the other schemes at every value of rguard . This is
because the frequency of tguard is higher than that of the

FIGURE 8. Outflow traffic from a highway on-ramp vs the ratio of
minimum headway time on the same road to minimum headway time on
different roads, rguard .

other schemes. Since the opportunity for vehicles on both the
main and ramp roads to alternatively merge onto a highway
on-ramp is higher than that of other schemes, the outflow
traffic of the FIFO scheme becomes low at every value
of rguard .

As shown in Fig. 8(b), the outflow traffic of the proposed
scheme does not change even if the value of w1 changes
from 0.5 to 1.0. This is because the safe headway time on
different roads tguard is low. In general, the main reason for
decreasing outflow traffic from a highway on-ramp is that
the frequency of tguard becomes high. Since the frequency of
tguard increases as inflow traffic from a ramp road becomes
high, the outflow traffic of the proposed scheme does not
change when the value of rmain is 0.4. However, when the
value of w1 is 0.0, the outflow traffic is lower than that of the
proposed scheme with other values of w1. When the value of
w1 is 0.0, the proposed scheme considers only the fairness
in vehicle merging times. As a result, the proposed scheme
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produces a high frequency of tguard as well as the FIFO
scheme. Hence, the outflow traffic of the proposed scheme
becomes low when the value of w1 is 0.0.

FIGURE 9. Average travel time of vehicles vs the ratio of minimum
headway time on the same road to minimum headway time on different
roads, rguard .

2) AVERAGE TRAVEL TIME OF VEHICLES VS rguard
To show the fairness of the assigned merging times, we eval-
uate the average travel time of vehicles on both the main and
ramp roads in Fig. 9. The proposed scheme can maintain the
average travel time of both the main and ramp roads almost
the same as the FIFO scheme when the value of rguard is
less than 0.8. In contrast, the difference between the average
travel time of the proposed scheme on the main road and
that on a ramp road increases as the value of rguard is not
less than 0.8. This is because the proposed scheme cannot
allocate enough outflow traffic for the inflow traffic of the
main road. Since the proposed scheme fairly assigns merging
times to vehicles on both themain and ramp roads, the scheme

also fairly allocates outflow traffic for both the inflow traf-
fic of the main road and that of a ramp road. In contrast,
the maximum outflow traffic decreases as rguard increases
along with (25). Therefore, since the inflow traffic of the
main road is higher than that of a ramp road, the proposed
scheme cannot allocate enough outflow traffic for the inflow
traffic of the main road. Hence, traffic congestion occurs on
the main road, and the average travel time of vehicles on the
main road is delayed. The proposed scheme decreases the
average vehicle travel time compared with the FIFO scheme.
This is because the proposed scheme improves outflow traffic
from a highway on-ramp compared with the FIFO scheme.
In contrast, with these schemes, the previous scheme can-
not maintain the average travel times of both the main and
ramp roads almost the same. This is because the previous
scheme preferentially assigns merging times to vehicles on
a ramp road to group them. Since maximum outflow traffic
from a highway on-ramp decreases as rguard increases along
with (25), the previous scheme allocates considerable outflow
traffic for inflow traffic of a ramp road as rguard increases. As
a result, the previous scheme cannot allocate enough outflow
traffic for the inflow traffic of the main road, and the assigned
vehicle merging times on the main road is delayed.

As shown in Fig. 9(b), when the values of w1 are 0.0 and
0.5, the proposed scheme can keep the average travel time of
vehicles on both the main and ramp roads almost the same.
This result indicates that the proposed scheme fairly assigns
merging times to vehicles on both the main and ramp roads
when the values of w1 are 0.0 and 0.5. In contrast, when
the value of w1 is 1.0, the proposed scheme cannot keep the
average travel time of vehicles on both the main and ramp
roads almost the same. This is because the proposed scheme
preferentially assigns merging times to vehicles on the main
road to maximize outflow traffic from a highway on-ramp.
Since maximum outflow traffic from a highway on-ramp
decreases as rguard increases along with (25), the proposed
scheme allocates much outflow traffic for inflow traffic of
the main road as rguard increases. As a result, the proposed
scheme cannot allocate enough outflow traffic for inflow
traffic of a ramp road, and the assigned vehicle merging times
on a ramp road is delayed. Therefore, when the value of w1
is 1.0, the proposed scheme cannot fairly assign the vehicle
merging times on both the main and ramp roads.

3) VEHICLE DENSITY VS TIME IN A SIMULATION
To show the influence on the vehicle density when the value
of rguard is high, we fix the value of rguard to 0.8. In Fig. 10,
we show a comparison between the FIFO, previous, and
proposed scheme in terms of the vehicle density at time in
a simulation. The difference between the vehicle density on
both the main and ramp roads of the proposed scheme is
smaller than that of the previous scheme at every time in a
simulation. This result indicates that the proposed scheme can
distribute the vehicle density on both themain and ramp roads
compared with the previous scheme. Furthermore, the vehicle
density on both the main and ramp roads is lower than that
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FIGURE 10. Vehicle density on both the main and ramp road vs time in a
simulation.

of the FIFO scheme at every time in a simulation. Since the
proposed scheme improves outflow traffic compared with the
FIFO scheme, the proposed scheme can decrease the vehicle
density on both the main and ramp roads compared with the
FIFO scheme.

As shown in Fig. 10(b), when the value of w1 is 1.0,
the difference between both the vehicle density on the main
road and that on a ramp road of the proposed scheme is larger
than that of the proposed scheme with the other values of
w1. This is because the proposed scheme assigns merging
times only to vehicles on the main road. When the value
of rguard is 0.8, the maximum outflow traffic of a highway
on-ramp is estimated as 3, 600.0/(4.0 · 0.8) ; 1125 veh/h
along with (25). The value of inflow traffic of the main road
is 1,000 veh/h and is close to the value of maximum outflow
traffic of a highway on-ramp. Since the proposed scheme only
ensures optimality of outflow traffic when the value of w1 is
1.0, it tends to assign merging times only to vehicles on the
main road. In particular, the tendency becomes strong as the
total inflow traffic becomes close to the maximum outflow

traffic of a highway on-ramp because the proposed scheme
cannot allocate enough outflow traffic for the inflow traffic
of a ramp road. Furthermore, as the value of w1 changes
from 0.5 to 1.0, a congested road changes from the main road
to a ramp road. The proposed scheme preferentially assigns
merging times to vehicles on a road where inflow traffic
is higher than on another road as the value of w1 becomes
close to 1.0. Therefore, the proposed scheme can determine
whether to preferentially assign merging times to vehicles on
a road with high inflow traffic or those on a road with low
inflow traffic by setting a value of w1 between 0.5 and 1.0.

FIGURE 11. Computational time vs number of vehicles.

C. CALCULATION TIME VS NUMBER OF VEHICLES
In Fig. 11, we show a comparison between the FIFO, previ-
ous, and proposed scheme in terms of computational time.
The computational time of both FIFO and the previous
scheme is very short. This is because these schemes for-
mulate their scheduling problems as linear formulations. In
contrast, the computational time of the proposed scheme
is longer than that of the other schemes. This is because
the proposed scheme takes a heuristic approach to seek the
optimal vehicle merging times. However, the computational
time of the proposed scheme is on the order of a hundred
milliseconds. This is because the proposed scheme takes an
approach to group vehicles on a road by each segment of
the road. By grouping vehicles on a road by each segment,
the proposed scheme decreases the computational time to a
few milliseconds. This computational time is equivalent to
the computational time of the recent scheme, the purpose of
which is to decrease computational time based on a heuristic
approach for practical use [28]. Therefore, we argue that the
computational time of the proposed scheme is short enough
for practical use.

D. DISCUSSIONs
In practical use, the inflow traffic of both the main and
ramp roads changes dynamically. Therefore, we have to
determine the weight of the outflow traffic maximization
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w1 according to the inflow traffic dynamically. Let f mainin (t),
f rampin (t), kmain(t), and kramp(t) denote inflow traffic of a
main road, that of a ramp road, vehicle density on a main
road, and that on a ramp road at time t , respectively. These
values can be measured by counting the number of vehicles
entering both the main and ramp roads. Without loss of
generality, we assume that kmain(t) is higher than kramp(t) and
try to decrease kmain(t) for controlling road vehicle density.
According to the inflow traffic, the traffic conditions are
classified into two types which are as follows: (1) the sum of
f mainin (t) and f rampin (t) is less than the maximum outflow traffic
and (2) the sum of f mainin (t) and f rampin (t) exceeds themaximum
outflow traffic. Both the traffic conditions have been shown
in scenarios 1 and 2, respectively.

In the traffic condition of type 1, as shown in Fig. 7, kmain(t)
and kramp(t) become almost the same continuously for every
value of w1. Furthermore, as shown in Figs. 5 and 6, the pro-
posed scheme with w1 = 1.0 is the most effective in terms
of the outflow traffic and average travel time compared with
the proposed schemes with the other values of w1. Therefore,
the proposed scheme brings w1 to 1.0.
In the traffic condition of type 2, the difference between

kmain(t) and kramp(t) gradually increases. Therefore, the pro-
posed scheme has to control kmain(t) and kramp(t) by setting
w1 to the adequate value dynamically. As shown in Fig. 10,
we have confirmed that the proposed scheme can control
kmain(t) and kramp(t) by setting w1 between 0.5 and 1.0. Fur-
thermore, we have also confirmed that the proposed scheme
withw1= 1.0 preferentially assignsmerging times to vehicles
on the road where inflow traffic is high. Therefore, if f mainin (t)
is higher than f rampin (t), the proposed scheme brings w1 to
1.0 to decrease kmain(t). Otherwise, the proposed scheme
brings w1 to 0.5 to decrease kmain(t).

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a scheduling scheme for
autonomous vehicle highway merging with an outflow traffic
and fairness analysis. To achieve outflow traffic maximiza-
tion from a highway on-ramp, the proposed scheme assigns
merging times to vehicles such that their average speed is
maximized. To achieve the fairness in assigned merging
times, the proposed scheme assigns merging times to vehicles
such that the difference between their average speed on the
main road and that on a ramp road is minimized. Simula-
tion results show that the proposed scheme outperforms the
FIFO-based scheme and previous optimization-based scheme
in terms of outflow traffic from a highway on-ramp and
fairness in assigned merging times. As a result, the pro-
posed scheme mitigates the potential traffic congestion of
the schemes. Specifically, we confirmed that the proposed
scheme mitigated the potential traffic congestion by attach-
ing importance to outflow traffic maximization when inflow
traffic becomes high. Furthermore, we also confirmed that the
proposed scheme mitigated the potential traffic congestion
by attaching importance to both outflow traffic maximization
and the fairness of the assigned merging times when the total

inflow traffic becomes close to the maximum outflow traffic
of a highway on-ramp.
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